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Design Brief:

History: 

Get Hot is a long thought out idea by myself, Michael Chavez; from bike messenging
 for 5 years in San Francisco and even before that when I use to play crazy taxi at the arcade
 in the late nineties. In Fact the game structure and design is based off the classic arcade game. 

Goals: to create a fun, fast paced, arcade style game for the iphone.

Overview:

You are a thrill seeking bike messenger. Your job is to pick up and deliver important packages 
that need to get to there destination quicker than a rush hour minute. You’ll have to deal with 
oblivious pedestrians, treacherous street car tracks, uncaring dispatchers, all while you life 
(and Job) are on the line.

Timeline/Schedule:

19 April: Idea Presentations/Preliminary sketches: Be prepared to discuss your ideas. 
Show visual research and sketches Discussion on Tuesday: 24 April
24/26 April: Refined sketch explorations (full-size, reference skills learned from Layout 
Exercise) First round of screen explorations (JPEGs (sketches and hand roughs okay)posted 
to YOUR Blogs with category or tag: finalr1) Discussion on Tuesday: 24 April
o1/o3 May: Second round of screen explorations (JPEGs posted to YOUR Blogs with catagory
 or tag: finalround2)
Refinement of screen designs.
08/10 May: Finalround of screen explorations. Post final JPEGs to YOUR blogs to a post
 titled: Final + Title of Your Project. Use the category or tag: final.
2. Prepare final PDF. Due: 15 May Posting location Link to your Blog post
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Personas

Joe Jackson
Age: 24
Race: White
Occupation: Financial Analyst
Lives: SF, California

Joe Jackson works at Deloitte services, a audit, consulting, financial advisory, risk 
management and tax firm in San Francisco, Ca. He went to school at UCLA and 
grew up in southern California. He comes from a middle class background, raised by 
both parents and played baseball growing up. His hobbies are watching the SF Giants, 
TV and the occasional drink after work with friends and co-workers. He has an attractive
 girlfriend but often thinks of other women. His aspirations in life are to someday have 
enough money somehow to not have to work.  He often thinks about what it would be 
like not to have responsibilities and just be able to do what he wants everyday, but 
rational thinking instilled by society and his parents always keeps him restrained from 
doing so. When he sees bike messengers when he comes back from lunch he fantisizes 
about what it must be like to live a free life that is carefree and fun all the time.
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Personas

Jay Oscar White
Age: 19
Race: African American
Occupation: Warehouse worker
Lives: Portland, Or

Oscar White works at the convention center in Portland, OR, where he is responsible for 
keeping the concession stands stocked. He grew up in Portland, where he still lives with his 
parents. His family is middle working class. His dad is bus driver and his mom works in down-
town in an office building. His hobbies are playing video games, riding BMX bikes, hanging out
 with friends, music and he loves to smoke weed. He has a girlfriend but BMX riding comes 
first, he often flirts with other girls but is usual pretty harmless. His aspirations in life are to be
 a professional BMX rider and to hang out with friends all day and smoke all the weed he 
wants. He often thinks what it would be like to be able to do whatever he wants to do all day 
and still be rich. He parents do a good job of making him go to his job and doing good with
 himself and keeping out of trouble. Oscar is tired of his job. He sometimes thinks of another 
job he might like. When he sees bike messengers downtown, he knows thats the job he wants. 
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Player Select
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Player Select 1
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Player Select 2
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Player Select 3
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Player Select 4
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Game Screen
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Research:
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Sketches:
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Site map:

Title 
Screen

Carreer

Player Select

Game Screen

Delivered Package

Continue

Bike Shop

Fail

Go to the Bar

Go Home

Controls

Audio

Help

Buy New Tires

Buy New Wheels

Buy New Bike

Buy New Brakes

Buy A Rack

Tom Joe Sara

One Shot Options

Frank

Bike Shop
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Rejected concepts:
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